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by 
DAVID GOLDBERG

      S THE SUN SETS, urban O‘ahu    
           goes through its happy hours,  
              dinner rushes, and traffic jams,   
                but after midnight it’s an  
entirely different world. At 2 a.m. the 
streets of Chinatown and Waikı̄kı̄ are 
filled with folks headed to a bed or a 
meal, to a back seat, jail, or a spot on 
the sidewalk. That’s the night life, but 
what about life-at-night beyond these 
popular neighborhoods?

Along the north edge of Pearl Harbor  
are three towns–‘Aiea, Waimalu, 
and Pearl City. These daytime hives 
of shopping activity are transformed 
in the wee hours when a distinct set 
of locals make use of round-the- 
clock drug, grocery and convenience 
stores, restaurants, gas stations, 
shops, and gyms.

It’s after 3 a.m. and I’m sitting in Waimalu 
Plaza parking lot. The home improvement 
store across the asphalt expanse proclaims 

“CITY ILL” in glowing red blockbuster 
letters. I join the trickle of Safeway 
shoppers making runs for booze, 
birth control, diapers, whatever the 
munchies demand, and (in my case) 
the next day’s provisions.

Monster trucks roar into the lot and 
clunkers wheeze out, maybe coming 
from or off to Powerhouse Gym or  
Island Secrets, suffering fevers and 
ailments that Longs can’t treat. 
I pass some characters huddled next 
to the soda machine, charging their 
cell phones on an outdoor outlet.

City ill, indeed.

Graveyard shifters are working  
super-bright desert aisles, resetting  
the theater of infinite plenty. After 
shopping I ring a desk bell to alert  
the cashier who always calls me  

“Mr. Berry” because of a bug in the

Safeway mainframe. No one else is  
in line so we chat about the enjoyable 
peace of her shift, gas prices, the  
Club Card surveillance state, and 
pouring concrete down drains in 
acts of resistance.

I leave the AC and slip into a bath  
of blood-warm air. Above me are the 
famous uninterrupted skies of Waimalu, 
star-spattered and cloud-scattered.  
I hear creaking insects, night birds,  
and the combined roar of H1, Moanalua 
Drive, and Kamehameha Highway 
reduced to an endless sigh under the 
wind coming down from the mountains.  
If you head up that way along ‘Aiea 
Heights Drive or Ka‘ahumanu, you can 
see the blazing landing lights of inbound 
flights tracing descending arcs, and look 
down on the shimmering black mirror  
of Pearl Harbor.

This area was once divided into half  
a dozen ahupua‘a: traditional Hawaiian 
political boundaries. In the deep 
morning hush you can hear timeless 
sounds–breezes and water–from when 
the marshes, fish ponds, rice fields,  
and taro patches were unpaved and the 
streams weren’t buried and channelized 
to make way for housing and retail.

This profound history is recorded in 
the  place names, noted on overlooked 
historic markers, and remembered by 
a few New Town or Pacific Palisades 
elders, but it gets lost in the friction  
and noise of the daytime swarm.  
We who circulate in the all-night  
circuits are hungry, horny, staying fit, 
stocking up, catching a cold, rolling  
with our tanks on E. We hunt, gather, 
and harvest in a secret landscape  
that during the darkest hours offers  
a magical glimpse of the past.

We aren’t exactly a people, but we are 
an ill reflection of traditional life.

Q-TIP OF A TRIBE CALLED QUEST, “MIDNIGHT” 1993

Intensity / Most rappers don’t see it / Spirit-wise, musically you gotta be it / 
Serenity and silence of the sounds and emotions / in the concrete jungle...
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